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There can be little doubt{

that on receipt of this four
page folder, collectors far

 wide gleefully mused how
well they have done to col-
lect Swiss St empel Those wi-
le people who filled gaps in
their albums over the past
years are now showing a nice
little profit, which, let us

stress right now, will con-
tinue to increase even more
rapidly in the future! It is
quite evident that further
rises in price of hundred"
of items will continue, par-
ticularly of early

Juventutes, lira, Pax, Min.Sheets,
Tate Peche and other hard to
find items. Swiss Stamps by
now have emerged the No.1
investment in Philately and
wisely planned isles Collec-
tions ere a fine safeguard a-
gainst any inflationary or
financial storms they may be
called upon to weather!

The 1956 Supplement, dis-
tributed free of charge to
users, of the 1955 Basic Cat
showed 929 PRICE RISES &

89 PRICE REDUCTIONS
the latter being purely rou-
tine and can be dismissed flue
a financial point of view.

How did the other two most
important Catalogues, HULLER
and ZUMSTEIN, compare? (Turn
to page 1 for more figures.)

1955 Pro Juventute 1955
December let„ saw the annual issue of the Juventute
series, continuing the butterfly and insects theme.
It is generally acknowledged that if any improvements
is designs and colours were possible, the 1955 issue
represents the ultimate "best". Could anything be wo-
re gentle In hue and finer in design than the Great
Horntail on the 20c. stamp? Let us congratulate the
Designer, Hans Fischer, and Courvoisier, the printer,
for another quartet of Masterpieces! (The fifth stamp
being in monochrome has not perhaps the outward appea-
rance of beauty of the others, but this in no way
belittles the fine engraving of Karl Bickel).

By now, the popularity of the Juventute Stamp
booklet among the female population of Switzerland
is such that any criticism against its issue has
been silenced long ago. Both the PTT and Juventute
Or ganisation can now justly claim that there is a
widespread demand for it. As long as we are spa-
red the inclusion of Se-Tenant pairs, Philatelists
will no longer demur. (Charge for booklet is Fs
5.- which is 20c, in excess of stamp value and is meant
to represent the cost of manufacture).
Details of  Stamps: 	5C. Charles Pictet-de-Roche-
mont (1755-1824), principal initiator of the 1815
Neutrality Act. In recognition of hie 	 (turn to page 3
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The most striking and obvious. feature or this plea-

sing set of four is the newly adopted
sire (26 x 36 m/m), which is a compromi-
se between the Juventute and other
Commemoratives of recent years. (Has the boy-
cott of large stamps by office boys -too
much "spit" required!- influenced the au-
thorities?). De this as it may, the re-

quit is very attractive. The 20c, value es-
pecially will be a winner, even Among
non-collectors. What an appropriate petting for
the modern Hensel 4 Gretel! This value is da
signed to help fight rond accident,. In this
the benefit, of this stamp will be carried .

beyond Swiss frontiers. 	 The Sc Stamp com-
memorate, the 50th. Anniversary of the Swiss
Postal Motor Conch Service, started in 1906 on the Berne To

Detlingen route. The opening of the Simplon Tunnel in the
same year is recalled on the 10c. Stamp, while the 40c. value celebrates 25

Veers of SWISSAIR (The Seise National Air Line) Other details on cage .1.
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A brief account based on on article in "Passenger Transport," PAGE 2.

A this time of the year thoughts turn
towards holidays and holiday resorts
and malt' this season will no doubt

favour spending their vacation amongst the
wonders cf the breathtaking Alpine scenery.
In Switzerland. an essential means of
communication, and a boon to tourists. is the

operation of the Alpine postal coaches. for
without this service many visitors would tic;
have the opportunity of seeing so much of the
beauty Switzerland offers. These coaches are,
in essence, something which died out in Britain
ni ore than 100 years ago. Distinctive livery
and tuneful post hbrns are a veritable breath

of the past. Drivers are proud of the
service in which they are employed and

jealous of maintaining its fine traditions
and enviable reputation. In 1849, all
private and Cantonal Postal Services in
Switzerland were taken over by the
Administration of the Swiss Con.
federation. During the fbllowing
twenty yeas the colourful Postal

Diligences operating more than five
hundred routes radiating in all

directions rose to the peak of their glory.
Then, as earlier, in England with lohn

Palmer's mail coaches. the railways
smothered this rather-romantic form
of transport, But whereas the steam
monster nosed its way into every corner
of this country. the mountains of,

Switzerland, for a time. proved an in-
surmountable barrier. And although
passengers travelled most of the way by
train, they were obliged to transfer to
horse-drawn postal vehicles tb cross the
various passes. Once on the other
side. they resumed their places in
railway carriages.

It was due mainly to the mountain passes
which kept the hbrse diligences in being, and
they were never completely ousted even when
the Gotthard. Simplon and other tunnels
finally made through-rail t. amt possible. (Even
to-day. horse-drawn vehicles complete the
roan link over the Simplon Pass (6578 ft)
between November and April when motor
traffic cannot get through.)

Postal coaches operate summer and winter
alike. This is no mean feat when one considers
that some roads are very narrow. often with
one•in-ten gradients and invariably numerous
sharp bends with blind corners. With 12 ft of
snow, frozen as hard as rock, some idea of the
marvellous driving standards required is
realised. •

Until quite recently. the Swiss Postal coaches
had the right of way, that is, they were legally
entitled to keep to the side of the road nearest
the mountain. Oncoming vehicles were re-
quired to give way. This was often perplexing,

if not frightening. especially on hairpin bends.
I Now, however. with the constant improve-

ent of mountain-pass roads the privilege no
longer exists.

Pro Juventute 1955
( Continued from page 'I )

services the Federal Diet declared. on
August 18th. 1816 "that he merited re-
cognition by the Swiss Confederation,
possessing the highest claims for pub-
lic esteem and gratitude". This 5c.
stamp is recess printed by thee PTT
printing corks, Berne, in sheets of 50
designed and engraved by Karl. Bickel.
colour: brownish carmine. 	 The
10c, 20c, 30c. & 40c. values are all
designed by Hans Fischer add printed
by Courvoisier in Photogravure in
sheets of 50. raper used is coated &
has an admixture of red and blue fib-
res. Designs: 10c. Peacock Butterfly
(green, brown, yellow & blue).

20c. Great Horntail (red,

grey, yellow and blue).
30e. fellow Bear (brown,

black, red and light ochre).
40c. Apollo Butterfly

(blue, grey and red).
Sale: December 1st.1955 - Jan.31st '56

(February 15th• at PTT only).
Validity: Until June 30th. 1956.
1 special envelope with portrait of

Pictet-de-Rochemont was issued by the
Juventute Organisation.

1956 SUPPLEMENT  (Contd.fr.p.1

	MULLER raised 1171	 dropped 15
ZUMSTEIN raised 1097 	dropped	 B

AMATEUR COLL. " 	 929 	 dropped 89
From the above it in apply proved how
general the upward tendency is and Sf
other Swiss Catalogues are analysed the
picture remains the same. /gain, the
most moderate policy, thanks to their
outstanding stocks, could be adopted by
the Amateur Collector Ltd.!

The 10t7 Catalogue will egain only
be a supplement and the 1955 Basie Edi-
tion remain in use therefor for another
18 to 20 months. Anyone still using an
older Catalogue, will do wall to bring
himself up tb date! 4/3 Post Free, if
spread over 20 months works out at only
2d per week - hardly an extrava gant expense!
Write now to THE AMATEUR COLLFCTOR LTD.
27, Westbury Road, Woodside Park. E.12.
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By PATRICE
HAMILTON FIRST INSTALMENT of

a most interesting Article reprinted by courtesy of the Publishers of "STAMP COLLECTOR.' ANNUAL 1954"

EDITOR'S NOTE, In order to avoid confusion between
terminology used by the Author of this Article and
that used in the Amateur Collector's Catalogue, your
Editor has taken the liberty of mentioning the late I
terms equivalent terms in parenthesis.

Thanks in a great measure to its stable currency,
Switzerland has always been one of the most popular'
European countries with collectors. Much has been
written about the many attractive charity and com-
memorative issues of this country, but comparatively
little regarding the equally attractive and, from the
philatelic viewpoint, far more interesting general
issues.

The intention of this article is to introduce
Britishcollectors to the many varieties which exist is
these stamps, all of which are easily recognisable.
A few of them are listed or men-
tioned in the catalogue, but many
are not. Despite this, the items
described are eagerly sought after
on the Continent and equally

quickly snapped up by discerning
philatelists in this country. As the field
is somewhat large, it is proposed to
begin this survey with the introduc-
tion, in 1908, of the "Helvetia with
Sword" type and to examine the ordin-
ary issues of Swiss Stamps thereafter
down to the pictorial general issue or
1936-48. Anything like a chronological
sequence is out of the question as it
would lead to a mass of duplication and
confusion so, in consequence, the fo

llowing notes are grouped according to types
(designs) at the outset, and series latterly.

THE CROSSBOW TYPE (DESIGNS). This design shows
William Tell's son supporting with hie right hand a
crossbow bigger than himself, while in his left he
holds the celebrated apple pierced by a bolt. A
simplification of a similar design by Albert Welti,
which was used for three Swiss stamps issued in 19O7
w e are only concerned with the amended type which
made its debut in December, 1909, when a 2 centimes
stamp, printed in bistre, was placed on sale. This
was followed in January 1909 by a 3 ems, in violet,
and a 5 cms, in green.

These three stamps all show the string of the
crossbow passing in front of the stock, but luring
1909 the die (type] was re-engraved and the string
shown running behind the stock. A second re-engra-
ving took place in 1911. 	 The string still passed
behind the stock, but the loop at the top of the
cross-bow was a great deal thicker than before and
approached the colourless line below the inscription
HELVETIA across the top of the design more closely.
We therefore have three dies (type:) of the
cross-bow design, I. II and III. The 2 cms. bistre and 5
nes, green may be seen in all three but the 3 cms.
violet in I and II only.

In 1917 two nee' values appeared in this design, a
21 ems. in claret and a 74 use. in grey, and at the
sane time the colour of the 3 cms. was changed to
orange-brown. Of theme, the 21 ems. le in Die (ty-

)

 III, the 3 cas. in pie (type) IT, and the 74 cms.
in both II and III. The colour cf the 5 curs. was
changed to orange in 1921, being printed on buff-
coloured paper as also were all subsequently issued
stamps in this design.

In 1924 the 5 can. appeared in lilac and in 1927
the colours of the 21, 5 and 74 cas, were altered te
olive, maroon and green, respectively, Finally, in
1930, the 3 cms. appeared in blue and the 5 cms. in
deep green. Of the stamps issued after 1911 all
were in Die (type) III, except the 3cms. of 1930 and
the 4 cms. of 1927, both of which were from

Die (type)II.
Stamps had been issued in booklet form in Swit-

zerland since 1904 but it was not until 1908 that
the uneconomic process of using the three left-hand
vertical roes of the ordinary sheets for this
purpose wer abandoned, and special

plates for the production of
booklet panes of six stamps were laid

down. These carry 90 impressions
in nine vertical rows of ten each,

the space that would have been the
fourth vertical row in the sheet print-

ings being occupied by blank spaces
(interspace), while the three vertical .

rows on the right side carried inver-
ted impressions.

By dividing the blank space verti-
cally and separating the six vertical
rows to the right thereof, the authori-
ties obtained fifteen canes of six
stamps each with a strip of selvedge on the
left ready fbr binding into booklets.

These "booklet sheets" were. how-
ever, sold intact to the public, and, to prevent the
use of the blank spaces (interspace) by forgers, each
of these was first punctured with a hole 11 mm. in
diameter. It will be seer: therefore that there she
ets of stamps could be broken un to produce horizon
tal tete-beche pairs, and also pairs of stamps se-
parated by a punctured space (interspace or Gutter
pairs).

About 1917 the practice of printing two differ-
ent values in the -are "Booklet sheet" began; this
was in order to produce panes of six containing fie,
stamps cf one value and one of another for inclusion
in multi-value booklets so that the total value

would amount to an even sum. in consequence of this,
we must add to our list of variations, starves of did
ferent values -e tenant both horizontally and
vertically, and also se tenant, spaced; that is two dif-
ferent stamps separated b;
a punctured blank. Shortly
after this a smaller punc-
Cure, 9 mm. diameter, was
introduced, and later still
the vertical column of
blanks was perforated down
the middle by an additional
row of pins.

In the
Continued on Page 4 (Column
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All 4 values are printed Photo-
gravure by Courvoisier in sheets
of 25 on coated paper with usu-
al fibres. On sale March 1st.
till stocka are exhausted/valid
for postage till Dec.31st. 1956
Designs and Colours;
5ct grey, yellow & black (by

Bernhard Reber, Berne)
10c. green, grey & red (by Ursula

Huber-Bavier, Zug)
20c, carmlne, vermilion, yellow &
black (by Edi Hauri, Bale)
40o& blue & red( by Pierre
Gauchat, Kuessnacht ZH)
• But not later than December

318t. 1956 lu any cane.

the following "booklet" varieties may be found: Tête-Bêche. - 2cms.,
Diem (types) I and III; 3 cms.,orange-brown; 3 alas., blue on tuff;

5 cms., green; Dies (types) I, II and III and Ti ems., grey; Die
(type) II. Spaced Puncture 11 mu. - 2cms, I snd III; 3 etas. ,orange
brown; 3cms, blue on buff; 5 cms. green; I II and III 5 cms., orange

on buff; 5 ems. maroon on buff and 4 cms. grey: Die (type) II.
Spaced, Puncture 9 mm. -5cms., orange on buff; 5 cms. lilac on

buff and 5 cam maroon on buff. Spaced, Additional Perforation.
5 cms. maroon on buff, and 5 Cms., deep green on buff.

All of the stamps in the Cross-Bow design which exist se-
tenant in various forms are in conjunctibn with stamps in the
"William Tell" design which we will examine next. To avoid du-
plication, these are detailed in our examination of that type

(design).
Before we take leave of the Cross-Bows, mention must be made
of the paper upon which they were printed. This is normally a
smooth granite wove having fibres of red and blue clearly vis-
ible on the banks of the stamps. The 3 cms. blue on buff and
the 5 cms. deep green on buff o' lore are found on this paper
and also on a ribbed (grilled) paper with ribbed, instead of
smooth gum. The 5 clam. spaced with additional perforation also
exists on both papers.. (To be continued)
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